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My presentation today has two goals:
To provide you with a glimpse and sampling of the newest digital image content that has been added to the visual collections of Rotch Library over the past 1-1-1/2 years
To make you aware of the challenges and opportunities we face now that we have licensed the ARTstor Digital Library (starting in April, 2008).  This mega source for digital images delivers over one million images to the MIT campus; additions to the ARTstor library are increasingly interdisciplinary.  Rather than duplicate the content in our local collections, we can now direct faculty and students to hosted or remote collections and resources.  By matching the faculty’s most pressing digital image needs with the available resources, we can focus on the unique visual collections generated or housed at MIT.



Local and Remote Collections

• Local Collections  DOME
• Subscription-based collections  ARTstor

– Shared Shelf model for remotely hosting local content
• Images licensed to MIT   Aerial Photography
• Special collections with long-lasting value   DOME

– Aga Khan Visual Archive
– Perceptual Form of the City
– Intrinsic Built Form Collection
– Historic Topographic Maps
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Recognizing the importance of visual information for teaching, scholarship and research, Rotch Library has been collecting images, both original and copy-stand photography, including documentary and illustrative images since its inception.  In the space of about three-five years, the digital collections have surpassed the analog collections in size by a factor of 4 to 1.  Ownership of the digital asset is no longer a key factor in delivering digital images to users.  Given the greater accessibility to networked digital content, the audiences for our digital libraries of images has grown and broadened.  However, the rich troves of images are not offered through one source and more effort is needed to educate and enlighten the users about where they can locate the content and how it may be used.

Our collections are accessed through local and remote portals.  DOME is the home of MIT Library-owned content.  Rotch Visual collections is a community in DOME where we focus on building content that is not available elsewhere.  Our collecting policy for the Rotch Visual Collections in DOME covers images that are unique to the teaching and research conducted at MIT, currently and historically, and images that are not available through ARTstor or licensing arrangements.  There is also a growing body of images in DOME that are licensed to MIT and restricted to the local community.



DOME Collections

• 37,000 images that support the curriculum 
in Art, Architecture and Planning

• Hosted locally @ MIT
• Most (but not all) are restricted to MIT
• Unique images from primary source 

material
• Licensed images
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RVC Collections online include:
Aga Khan Visual Archive:  Islamic Architecture, Urbanism, cultural sites and cities
Kidder Smith Collection of American Architecture
Kepes Lynch
Landslides

The following slides are examples from these local collections delivered through DOME




USA Mosques

Photos by Khalil Pirani
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The Aga Khan Visual Archive – A broad collection of over 100,000 analog images collected over the past 30 years.  The majority of the images were acquired from students traveling on the Aga Khan Travel Grant where Islamic historic and contemporary sites, cities and rural areas, architecture and urbanism and cultures were photographed and donated to the Archive.  The content of the Archive ranges from historic indigenous architecture to issues of urbanization to contemporary historic preservation and documentation of war-ravaged cities.

Examples of recent submissions:
Medieval and modern water systems in Cairo
Architecture and rapid modernization in Islamic cities





Karimabad & Ghulkin, Pakistan

Photos by Zehra Ali



Domes of Medieval Cairo

Photos by Vivek Agrawal & Sonit Bafna



Beirut, Lebanon: destruction, Emir Mansour Assaf Mosque

Photo by Shirine Hamadeh



http://www.flickr.com/photos/mit- 
libraries/sets/72157614966285159/
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Perceptual Form of the City
Another effort to develop unique MIT-centric content for audiences in DOME was completed earlier this year.  The Perceptual Form of the City is a collection of visual and textual data generated by MIT Professors Kevin Lynch and Gyorgy Kepes.  Their research, which spanned the years 1954-1959 and funded by a Rockefeller Foundation grant, sought to observe and document the legibility and imageability of the American city in terms of the individual’s perception of the urban landscape.  The research led Lynch to formulate his theories on city planning discussed in his seminal work The Image of the City.  By studying human perceptions, they developed a more empirical method for understanding and planning cities and urban spaces.  They focused on Boston (other cities were included in the study) at a time when urban renewal was at its height in city planning.

RVC partnered with the MIT Archives since both units held pieces of the research data (field notes, reports, interviews, summaries, maps, and 2,000 black/white photographs).  The text records describe the early steps taken during the project to outline a methodology and bring research from other disciplines to bear on their study.

Because MIT owns the rights to the photographs and text, we have begun to discuss ways to offer and deliver the content to non-MIT audiences outside of DOME.   We are now experimenting with offering this collection through an MIT Libraries site in Flickr.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mit-libraries/sets/72157614966285159
http://www.flickr.com/photos/mit-libraries/sets/72157614966285159
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a sampling
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Landslides Aerial Photography
In the past few months, we have begun to license digital images of aerial photography by local photographer (and pilot) Alex MacLean.  He have hundreds of his images acquired for the slide collection dating back nearly 30 years, and we are working with him to identify parts of his film archive that we would like to acquire (license) from him as they become available as digital images.  Meantime, we recently licensed five sets of born-digital aerial photographs.  they are packaged in sets:
Boston
Boston Vicinity
Chicago
Western Arizona
New Urbanism

The images of aerial photography from Alex MacLean will soon be available as a collection in DOME (under the Community Rotch Visual Collections Online).  Meantime, here is a sampling of images from his webiste:  Landslides.com

MacLean’s work has great relevance for faculty and students of urban planning.  He recently returned from a photography campaign across the country to document areas of rapid growth (Western Arizona), waterfront developments (Omaha), greenroofs (Denver and Des Moines), climate change, coal infrastructure, lifestyle and auto-dependency and the effects on planning and other urbanization issues.
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one example, from the Western Arizona set
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from the Chicago set



Intrinsic Built Form Collection 
Teaching collection of Professor (Emeritus) 

Maurice Smith
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Intrinsic Built Form Collection
We recently acquired a collection of 3500 images from Professor Emeritus Maurice Smith, a highly influential and original thinker who retired from MIT in the mid-1990’s.  He taught architectural design.
According to a colleague of Professor Smith, “he was a keen observor of folk architecture.”  His images exemplify certain principles and embody the theoretical underpinnings of architectural knowledge at a particular time which were ingrained in the teaching in architectural schools.  He was also a gifted photographer who used his original photographs for teaching principles of form.  The collection contains imagery of his built work, mostly residences, vernacular architecture, and natural landscapes.

The digitization and partial cataloging of the collection was funded by an alum whose aim is to make the collection accessible not only to MIT, but also to a wider audience.





Hosted Institutions Collections 
through ARTstor

Shared Shelf
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Shared Shelf
Lastly, we have new opportunities to deliver images through a hosting arrangement with ARTstor.  The ARTstor initiative is called Shared Shelf, currently in test phase.  We have chosen to experiment with the model by hosting a collection of approximately 34,000 images that have been licensed in perpetuity to MIT Libraries from the vendor, Archivision, which specializes in architectural photography of historic and contemporary structures.  Given the time required to catalog 34,000 images to load to DOME, this arrangement allows us the flexibility to immediately deliver this content through the ARTstor interface so that faculty and students can take advantage of the high quality images while we work on preparing the metadata locally for submission to DOME.  The terms of our license are protected through a special clause allowing us to grant ARTstor permission to access the licensed material for the purpose of making it available to MIT though our ARTstor subscription.
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Thank you!
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